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*If placing on a hard surface, 
a small stick under one side will create air flow.

ICE LANTERNS
— Lighting & Care Instructions —

Where
It is best to place a Globe Ice Lantern where it can light up a dark 
spot or act as a visual point of interest. Your Ice Lantern should be 
placed on a surface that will tolerate water and cold -- cement, 
earth, ice or snow, and also where melting ice will not create a 
safety hazard. 

Illuminate
The first time a candle is used, be sure to let the candle burn 
until the chimney becomes large enough for a hand to reach in and 
replace the candle. For candle set up, place a candle on a 
non-flammable surface and provide sufficient air flow from 
underneath the Ice Globe to feed the flame with air (See other side 
for diagram). With LED lights, simply turn the LED light on and 
place the globe on top. Enjoy!

Care
Your Ice Lantern will last longer if placed in the shade, however the 
sun will enhance its unique character. In a warm spell, place in a 
plastic bag and bury in a snow bank.
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